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1) If the same video has different audio tracks for playback
than the screen recording, it may sound not the same as
the playback one even if you record in the same frame. For
example; If you record a video at a resolution of 1280x720
with 16-bit depth, then, you can increase the audio quality
to 24-bit when you playback the video. If you try to record
at 1280x720 with 24-bit audio, the video has an unreadable
quality even you select the high quality for the recording. In
rare instances and only within 30 days of purchase, if due
to technical reasons the software will not function, we may,
at our discretion, issue a refund minus our order processing
and banking fees (up to 25% of the purchase price). In such
instances, we require that you provide enough information
for us to positively identify your purchase transaction (e.g.,
order number, your company name, date of transaction,
license key, number of licenses purchased, etc.). Safari
introduces a newly designed browsing experience that
makes controls easier to reach. By default, the new tab bar
is positioned at the bottom of the screen, so users can
easily swipe between tabs with one hand. Tab Groups allow
users to organize tabs and easily access them at any time
across iPhone, iPad, or Mac, and a customizable start page
and web extensions on iOS make Safari more powerful and
personal than ever. With iOS 15, users can access even
more places with just a tap of their iPhone with new home,
hotel, office, and car keys in Wallet. Digital car keys get
even better with support for Ultra Wideband technology, so
users can securely lock, unlock, and start their supported
vehicle without removing their iPhone from a pocket or
bag.3 iPhone can also be used to unlock a users home,
office, or even a hotel room all through keys stored in
Wallet.4 Additionally, users will be able to add eligible state
IDs and drivers licenses to Wallet on iPhone as this option
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becomes available in their state in the future.5
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